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Abstract: Presents the high-performance quasi-Z-source series resonant DC-DC converter as a candidate topology for the PV
module level power electronics applications. The converter features a wide input voltage and load regulation range thanks to the
multi-mode operation, i.e. when the shoot-through pulse-width modulation and phase-shift modulation are combined in a single
switching stage to realize the boost and buck operating modes, respectively.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A two-stage topology is proposed, which consists of a boost converter and a SRC. The boost converter steps the changing PV
voltage VPV to an intermediate constant voltage bus VDC,mid. The SRC converter is operated at fres,1 in half-cycle discontinuous
conduction mode (HC-DCM). This enables a very efficient voltage conversion by utilizing the transformer leakage inductance as
resonance inductance and the magnetizing current in combination with the parasitic output capacitances of the full-bridge
MOSFETs for ZVS switching.A DC-to-DC converter is an electronic circuit which converts a source of direct current (DC) from
one voltage level to another. It is a class of power 8 converter. The DC output voltage is controlled by varying duty cycle. There are
three basic types of DC – DC converters considered for DC power conversion. These circuits are designed by using a semi
conducting switch such as a thyristor, IGBT, GTO. The switch is turned on by a gate pulse (duty ratio). The switch is connected in
series with the load to a DC supply, or a positive voltage is applied between the terminals. When the switch is turned off, the current
flow decreases which is considered as below holding current, or a reverse (negative) voltage is applied between anode and cathode
terminals. Therefore, proper gate pulses are required for obtaining the desired converter output.
The impedance network provides an efficient result meaning that, the power conversion is between source and load in a wide range
of electric power conversion applications (DC – DC, DC – AC, AC – DC, AC - AC). Various topologies and control methods using
different impedance-source networks have been presented in the literature, e.g., for adjustable-speed drives, uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) distributed generation, (fuel cell, photovoltaic (PV), the wind, etc.) battery or super capacitor energy storage electric
vehicles. The general block diagram for impedance network is shown in figure1. With the switching configuration, it is possible for
electrical power conversion application.

Fig 1 General circuit configuration of an impedance-source network
Generally, the Z-source converters are classified into two basic types: one is voltage-fed another one is a current-fed inverter.
However, ZSI provides the buffer between the source and inverter bridge and it easily creates the short and an open-circuit at any
time depending on the mode of operation. Therefore, the traditional VSI/CSI based impedance network suffers from following
issues like discontinuous input current in the boost mode for the voltage-fed ZSI and high current stress on the inductor in the
current-fed ZSI. The improved performance produces the solution for this problem which has capable of bidirectional power flow
and buck–boost operation, although the switches have to be reverse-blocking devices. This topology is mostly possible in renewable
energy generation and simple motor drives applications.
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II.
RELATED WORK
Zambra, D. A. B., et al., (2010) proposed “Comparison of NeutralPoint-Clamped, Symmetrical, and Hybrid Asymmetrical
Multilevel Inverters.” This paper presents performance indexes such as total harmonic distortion, first-order distortion factor,
second-order distortion factor, common-mode voltage, semiconductor power loss distribution, and heat-sink volume. Multilevel
inverters are designed to present 99% efficiency at the nominal operating point. Basically, these types of structures require a large
number of switches [1].
Qian, W., et al.,(2011) proposed “Trans-Z-source inverters.” The proposed inverter is constructed by using two inductors and
capacitors 64 interfaced with DC source and the inverter bridge. This is possible for both buck and boost operation increased voltage
gain and the voltage stress in the output waveform. It is a new bidirectional power flow based diode -impedance network for
developing the reverse blocking IGBT. Thus wide range of voltage is obtained from various applications such as hybrid/electrical
vehicles to other motor applications
Nguyen, M. K., et.al, (2012) proposed “Switched-Inductor Quasi-ZSource Inverters.” This paper proposes Switched-inductor quasiZ-source inverters (SL-qZSIs). The proposed SL-qZS is based on the well-known qZSI topology and adds only one inductor and
three diodes. In comparison to the SLZSI, for the same input and output voltages, the proposed SL-qZSI provides continuous input
current, a common ground with the DC source, reduced passive component count, reduced voltage stress on capacitors, lower
shootthrough current, and lower current stress on inductors and diodes [2].
Trinh, Q. N., et al., (2012) proposed “A new Z-source Inverter Topology with High Voltage Boost Ability.” This paper proposes a
new Zsource inverter (ZSI) topology developed to improve voltage boost ability. The voltage gain ratio of SL inverter is high and
very small shoot -through duty ratio. The volume and cost of the system are almost same as those of the conventional one.
Harmonic current is produced across the inductor with inverter side. Large filters are required.
Nguyen, M. K., et al., (2013) proposed “TZ-Source Inverters.” This paper proposes a single-stage high-step-up boost voltage
inverter based on transformers, called TZ-source inverters. This inverter produces a very high boost voltage gain when the turn ratio
of the transformer is larger than one. This reduces the transformer’s size and weight while producing the same output voltage gain
but the transformer windings produce voltage stresses.
Tang, Y., et al., (2013) proposed “Z-source AC-AC converters solving commutation problem.” In this paper, a Z-source AC-AC
converter is presented to improve the buck-boost ability, which includes four switches in single phase and six switches in three
phases. For safety purpose, a new communication strategy is used without using any snubber circuits. The results are verified both
by simulation and experimental vice. These converters have more advantages and achieve low switching losses and less number of
switches, therefore high efficiency and great reliability were achieved [3].
Reddy ,T. S., et al., (2013) proposed “Novel DC-DC Converter for PV system with High Voltage Gain.” This paper presents a new
family of dc–dc converters based on the three-state switching cell and voltage multiplier cells. This includes the addition of a
variable DC-DC converter placed between the array and the load. It is suitable for high voltage DC applications. The major
advantages of this topology are the input current is continuous with low ripple; the input inductor is designed for twice the switching
frequency, with consequent weight and volume reduction; the voltage stress across the switches is lower than half of the output
voltage, and naturally clamped by one output filter capacitor. As a disadvantage, a small snubber is necessary for each switch and
one additional winding per cell is required for the autotransformer [4].
Zengin, S.J, et al., (2013) proposed “Decoupling Capacitor Selection in DCM Flyback PV Micro inverters Considering Harmonic
Distortion.” This paper focuses on the selection of minimum decoupling capacitor value for the proper operation of discontinuous
conduction mode flyback PV microinverters by considering the total harmonic distortion (THD) and PV power utilization ratio. A
decoupling capacitor selection method for single-stage and two-stage flyback inverters is proposed. For single-stage inverters, the
decoupling capacitor is placed across the PV output terminals, and should be sized according to the desired THD limit. For twostage inverters, the control method of the dc–dc converter determines the stage where the decoupling function takes place. 66 Thus,
the PV side decoupling capacitor should be dimensioned according to the PV power utilization ratio, and the inverter side
decoupling capacitor should be selected according to the desired THD limitation. It is noted from the proposed system output
response of the input voltage of the PV module, drain to source voltage and switching pulse, transformer primary voltage and
secondary voltages, input current, transformer secondary side current, output voltage, output current, and output voltage are reduced
[5].
Beriber,D., et al., (2013) proposed “MPPT Techniques for PV Systems.” This paper proposes a new scheme to maximize the output
power from dc link solar panel. Therefore the converter requires MPPT circuit. The boost converter is employed to step up the
energy level as well as to match the 50 load voltage. There are three MPPT techniques for surveying power generating application
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such as Perturb and Observe, Incremental Conductance, fuzzy logic based tracking technique. The P&O and Incremental
Conductance are very old model algorithms and it has more drawbacks. The steady state operating point oscillates maximum region,
it may be the wastage of power from the PV panel. But the fuzzy logic controller provides fast and stable tracking maximum power
as compared with other control techniques. The major advantage of this scheme is that it measures the PV current perfectly [6].
Das, M., et al., (2014) proposed “A Novel Control Strategy for Standalone Solar PV Systems with Enhanced Battery Life.” A new
control scheme ABC (three phase) to DC is proposed for a stand-alone PV application. There are two power converting stages used
for high gain DC–DC operation, which is followed by three phase converter. The reactive power load is considered for PV based
stand-alone application and the active power demand is controlled by regulating the dc link voltage. Furthermore, the reactive power
is controlled by varying the inverter output voltage magnitude. The maximum power tracker is incorporated with the controller. The
MPPT provide power at the time of solar power demand and enhance the battery lifetime. Yet a dump load is not required for excess
energy charging and load production. The bidirectional converter is used to realize the DC link based battery connection [7].
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The galvanically isolated quasi-Z-source series resonant DC-DC converter (qZSSRC) is examined as a candidate topology for PV
MLPE applications. The converter consists of the qZS network (LqZS1, LqZS2, CqZS1, CqZS2, SqZS), a full-bridge inverter
(S1…S4), a step-up isolation transformer TX and the voltage doubler rectifier (D1, D2, C1, C2). At its secondary side, the converter
has a series resonant tank formed by the leakage inductance of the isolation transformer and the VDR capacitors. The output filter
capacitance Cf is used for the output voltage filtering as well as to buffer the double line frequency voltage ripple caused by a grid
side inverter.

Fig 1.block diagram of proposed system
The input voltage sensor is non-isolated; however, the input current and output voltage sensors feature galvanic isolation. This
architecture of the measurement subsystem results from the design of the control system that has common zero potential with the
input side of the converter. Output signals of the sensors are then converted into a digital form using an integrated 12-bit analog-todigital converter (ADC) of the microcontroller.

Fig 2.Block diagram of the control system developed for the proposed converter.
The proposed control system is quite simple since it does not control the DC-link voltage. In many distributed generation
applications, the DC-link voltage is balanced by the power consumption of the load, i.e. inverter, energy storage, etc. Hence, the
experimental study was performed by using the electronic DC load in the constant voltage mode. If the DClink voltage exceeds the
limits defined for the normal operation, the protection algorithm will disable the converter operation.
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IV.

RESULTS

Fig 3.DC input voltage

Fig 4.DC output voltage

Fig 5. Current Graph
V.
CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a novel single-stage galvanically isolated high step-up DC-DC converter for the photovoltaic MLPE
applications. Thanks to the multi-mode operation, the proposed quasi-Z-source series resonant DC-DC converter with synchronous
quasi-Z-source network and series resonant tank integrated to the secondary part of the converter features a wide input voltage and
load regulation range. Moreover, the proposed topology achieves high efficiency through the full-ZCS of the VDR diodes over the
entire operating range, and depending on the operating mode, ZVS and/or ZCS of the primary side switches.
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